A cloud screening method employing two successive procedures of variability test and coarse mode test was developed, aiming at better elimination of cloud-contaminated data in the sky radiometer retrievals. The performance of the new cloud screening method was evaluated by examining statistical features with cloud coverage observations and lidar measurements. The variability test appeared to effectively eliminate data contaminated by relatively thick low-level clouds, whereas the coarse mode test appeared to eliminate data likely contaminated by thin cirrus-type clouds. Overall, the new method was considered to improve the current Sky Radiometer Network (SKYNET) data. The cloud screening method was then applied to dust detection from sky radiometer measurements. The detection performance was evaluated using surface synoptic observations (SYNOP) dust reports and the yellow sand index from NIES lidar measurements. It was shown that the new method helped to detect dust, effectively eliminating cloud-contaminated signals that were similar to those of the dust.
Introduction
Two well-known ground-based networks are being employed to measure the optical properties of aerosols, the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET, http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/) and the Sky Radiometer Network (SKYNET, http://atmos.cr.chiba-u.ac.jp). SKYNET activities have contributed to the characterization of aerosol properties Sohn et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2004; Nakajima et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2002) , aerosol radiative forcing (Nakajima et al. 2007; Takamura et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2005) , evaluation and development of radiative transfer models (Han et al. 2012; Kobayashi et al. 2010) , and validation of satellite measurements of aerosol optical properties (Sohn et al. 2013; Lee and Sohn 2012; Costa et al. 2006 ).
However, a critical issue in obtaining accurate measurements from ground-based optical instruments is how to screen data affected by clouds, because the retrieval is valid only for clear-sky conditions Kaufman et al. 2006; Smirnov et al. 2000) . Considering that cloud-affected data generally yield erroneously high optical thicknesses (Hashimoto et al. 2012) , data that have been contaminated by cloud cover could result in misunderstandings of the radiative effect of aerosols.
Cloud screening methods have been developed for AERONET and SKYNET separately. AERONET uses the method proposed by Smirnov et al. (2000) , whereas SKYNET uses the cloud screening developed by . Although the single scattering albedo (SSA) from SKYNET has been observed to be systematically larger than that from AERONET (Che et al. 2008) , its underlying cause in the different cloud screening methods remains unclear.
Therefore, we attempted to improve the performance of eliminating cloud-contaminated retrievals in sky radiometer measurements. We developed a new cloud screening method utilizing sky radiometer measurements collected in both sun-pointing and sky-scan modes to examine the temporal variability. Furthermore, we tested whether the retrieved volume size distributions could be utilized to distinguish cloud-contaminated retrievals. We then examined whether the new approach could eliminate some of the features associated with the high SSA and determined how the new method could improve dust detectability by enhancing cloud screening performance.
Data

SKYNET data
Direct and diffuse solar radiation measurements were conducted using a sky radiometer (POM-01L; Prede Co. Ltd.) at seven wavelengths of 315, 400, 500, 675, 870, 940, and 1020 nm over a three year period (March 2008 -February 2011 at Seoul National University, Korea (126.95° E, 37 .46° N, 116 m in altitude). The improved Langley method (Nakajima et al. 1996) , which has been adopted as a part of normal SKYNET data processing, was employed for calibration on a monthly basis. Aerosol optical thickness (AOT), SSA at five wavelengths (400, 500, 675, 870, and 1020 nm) , and volume size distribution [dV(r)/dlnr (cm 3 cm −2 )] were retrieved using an inversion software package (SKYRAD.pack version 4.2) developed by Nakajima et al. (1996) . Furthermore, Ångström exponents were obtained by applying a log-linear fit to AOTs derived at five wavelengths, as in normal SKYNET data processing. The uncertainty of AOT retrievals is considered to be an order of 2 % under the cloud-free condition (Nakajima et al. 2003) .
Additionally, a Kipp & Zonen CH1 pyrheliometer and a CM21 shaded pyranometer were installed at Seoul National University to measure direct and diffuse solar fluxes in the broad band between 0.3 and 4.0 µm. The global solar flux was obtained by summing the direct solar flux multiplied by the cosine of the solar zenith angle with the diffuse solar flux. In this study, global solar fluxes measured over the same three-year period were used for the cloud screening method developed by .
Surface synoptic observations (SYNOP) cloud
and dust reports To develop a cloud screening method, cloud coverage reports in SYNOP data were used to examine statistical relationships between retrieved AOT and sky conditions. Hourly sky condition reports at Seoul station (126.97°E, 37.57°N) given in terms of cloud coverage (0-10; 0 for clear sky and 10 for overcast) were obtained for the same analysis period from the Korean Meteorological Administration (KMA). Also obtained from the same SYNOP reports were dust presence reports, which were used for assessing the cloud screening impact on the dust retrieval from sky radiometer measurements.
Lidar data
Lidar observations co-located with sky radiometer measurements were used in this analysis. Groundbased two-wavelength polarization lidar (at 532 nm and 1064 nm) has been operated at Seoul National University since March 2006 as a part of the Japanese National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) lidar network (http://www-lidar.nies.go.jp) (Kim et al. 2008; Sugimoto et al. 2006) . NIES distributes the attenuated backscatter coefficients and depolarization profiles at two wavelengths with a 30-m vertical resolution from the surface to 18 km every 15 min (Shimizu et al. 2004 ). Furthermore, we employed cloud base height (or saturation bottom height) provided by NIES (http://www-lidar.nies. go.jp/Seoul/archives/) to examine the efficiency of the cloud screening method developed in this study. The cloud base height was determined by the method of Shimizu et al. (2010) . First, by assuming that the cloud base produced a sudden jump in the lidar reflectivity, the potential cloud base was examined to find the vertical gradient of backscatter coefficients greater than 2 × 10 −8 m −2 sr −1 at 1064 nm. Then, it was examined whether the attenuated backscatter coefficient at 1064 nm is larger than 2 × 10 −6 m −1 sr −1 above the determined cloud base to ensure the presence of cloud layer; two coefficients were obtained from Atsushi Shimizu at NIES Japan (2013, personal communication) .
To estimate the total attenuated backscatter by the cloud layer, we needed a cloud top to determine the cloud's optical depth. However, since the lidar signal can be quickly attenuated before reaching the top, we only reached an apparent level where the lidar signal had completely depleted. We considered this level to be the saturation top height and thus the apparent cloud top. The saturation top height was assumed to be present if the vertically decreasing trend in the attenuated backscatter coefficient at 532 nm was smaller than −10 −9 m −2 sr −1 . The complete depletion of the lidar before reaching the real cloud top was not a concern for this study because the cloud screening was used for determining cloud presence, and the presence of saturation top height was considered adequate for that purpose.
To examine the impact of cloud screening on dust detection from the sky radiometer, we compare dust detection result with lidar-derived yellow sand index (YSI), which is defined as the ratio of non-spherical aerosol optical thickness to total aerosol optical thickness (Takamura et al. 2007) . It was empirically determined from the depolarization ratio of lidar measurements, and a larger YSI value implies a higher chance of dust presence. YSI data at 15-min intervals were downloaded from the SKYNET ftp site (i.e., ftp:// atmos.cr.chiba-u.ac.jp/lidar_YSI/).
Cloud screening methods
New method
The cloud screening method employed in this study ("new method") included two tests--a temporal variability test and a coarse mode test. When measurements are contaminated by highly variable or scattered clouds, the variability in the retrieved AOT can be relatively large. In this case, the temporal variability test could eliminate the contaminated data. However, if homogenous clouds such as thin cirrus are persistent during the measurement, the variability test alone may not be sufficient to detect the contaminated data. Considering that this contamination likely affects the retrieved volume size distribution, particularly in the coarse mode (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2012 ), we developed a method of employing the coarse mode test to eliminate this type of cloud contamination. A schematic diagram showing the algorithm flow is given in Fig. 1 and is explained below.
Step 1: Variability test A sky radiometer measures both direct and diffuse solar radiation but at different time intervals; direct solar radiation is measured at a 30-60-s interval, whereas diffuse sky radiation is measured using the sky scanning mode at a 3-10-min interval. In this study, we used direct radiation measured every 30 s and diffuse sky radiation measured every 3 min. Fig.  2 shows a schematic diagram delineating the two measurement methods (i.e., sky-scan and sun-pointing modes). Thus, when both direct and diffuse radiations are available from the sky-scan mode measurement every 3 min, aerosol optical thickness (AOT R ) and volume size distribution can be retrieved using SKYRAD.pack. However, because AOT R retrievals at 3-min intervals may not be sufficiently frequent to eliminate the cloud-contaminated data by the temporal variability test, we added AOT measurements at 30-s intervals using the direct solar radiation measurements from the sun-pointing mode. The estimated AOT from the direct solar measurement is referred to in this study as AOT D . We note that there is a break in the AOT D estimate since AOT D is measured every 30 s except 1-2 min before starting the sky-scan mode. The intermission time is variable with instrument model (POM01 vs. POM02) as well as the user's setting.
The variability test in this study required at least four AOT D estimates in a given ±5 min time window centered at the SKYRAD.pack retrieval time (when AOT R and volume size distributions are retrieved). If direct and diffuse radiation measurements are not considered because of the rain or clouds, resulting in the number of available AOT D retrievals less than four, the background is considered to be cloud-influenced within a 10-min time window. Within 10 min, approximately 10 AOT D measurements are available after considering the break periods. We believed that such a number should be at least necessary to obtain statistically meaningful standard deviation. AOT D values available within the time window were used for the calculation of the AOT mean and standard deviation (σ) from which cloud-contaminated scenes were eliminated if σ and the departure of retrieved AOT R from the mean AOT were larger than thresholds to be determined by comparing against SYNOP data. While this variability test was not a new concept, the new feature of adding more AOT D (i.e., finer resolution based on the sun-pointing mode measurements) was introduced, which was different from the use of only coarser AOT R . Additionally, previous studies determined the threshold based on a comparatively smaller number of case analyses Kaufman et al. 2006; Smirnov et al. 2000) . In this study, we attempted to obtain more objectively determined thresholds for the elimination of cloud-contaminated measurements. In determining the threshold value for the homogeneity check over the 10-min window, the standard deviation of AOT D [σ(AOT D )] was paired with SYNOP cloud coverage data. Because the SYNOP data were hourly, the σ(AOT D ) was paired with the SYNOP cloud coverage data located at the closest time from the centered scan mode time. Therefore, the maximum time difference was 30 min. However, AOT D may not be directly related to SYNOP cloud coverage because AOT D is from the solar disk while the SYNOP report is an estimate of cloud cover over the hemisphere based on human observation. Nonetheless, SYNOP cloud covers should be more correlated with chances met by the sky radiometer when many samples are used for obtaining statistics. Given these limitations, we only compared two classes of sky conditions: (1) relatively clear conditions with SYNOP cloud coverage of 0-2 given in deca-fraction (cloud fraction of 0 to 0.2) and (2) relatively cloudy conditions with SYNOP cloud coverage of 3-10 (cloud fraction of 0.3 to 1) (Fig. 3) .
The probability at each bin in Fig. 3 was calculated from normalization of the given number of cases with the total number matched with hourly SYNOP cloud coverage data. Thus, the total cumulative probability should be 100 % for cloud coverage of 0-2 (closed circle) and for 3-10 (open circles) in Fig. 3a . On the other hand, probability in Fig. 3b was recalculated after eliminating possible cloud-contaminated scenes (after applying the σ test) while retaining the total number of samples, giving a total probability of less than 100 %. The basic concept of the variability test is that the variability in the retrieved AOT can be relatively large when measurements are contaminated by clouds.
The probability of clear conditions was considerably larger when σ(AOT D ) was less than 0.02. In contrast, during more cloudy conditions, the standard deviation was larger (Fig. 3a) . These observations indicated that SYNOP reports on cloud coverage were qualitatively consistent with σ(AOT D ) within the given 10-min time period. As there was no distinct value of σ(AOT D ) to separate clear from cloudy conditions, we used 0.05 as a threshold for σ(AOT D ), which eliminated a substantial number of cloud-contaminated scenes while retaining most of measurements under more clear conditions.
After completing the standard deviation (σ) test, we further tested the departure of the retrieved AOT from the SKYRAD.pack (AOT R ) from the AOT D mean over a 10-min window. In the previous studies, different criteria are observed; the cloud screening algorithm of Smirnov et al. (2000) used a threshold of 0.02 for a triplet test taken with 30-sec intervals, and Kim et al. (2004) modified it into 0.03, considering characteristics of larger variability in aerosol in East Asia. However, based on the finding that cloudy conditions (3-10) in Fig. 3b show slightly higher frequency if the departures are larger than 0.05, we use 0.05 as the AOT departure from the 10-min average AOT D to eliminate cloud-affected retrievals from the SKYRAD.pack outputs.
Step 2: Coarse mode test The temporal homogeneity check of AOT may not have effectively eliminated the cloud-contaminated retrievals if sky radiometer measurements were conducted under optically thin or less variable cloud conditions. For these situations, we devised a coarse mode test to be applied to the data after completing the variability test. Typically, the volume size distribution is bimodal, with a fine mode around 0.2 µm and a coarse mode around 2-5 µm (Kim et al. 2004 ). However, cloud-affected data tend to yield a disproportionate coarse mode with larger volume size distributions in the larger particles (Hashimoto et al. 2012; Aoki and Fujiyoshi 2003) . Following this premise, we used volume size distribution to eliminate the cloud-contaminated retrievals. Fig. 4 shows the volume size distribution (dV/dlnR C ) at the mode radius (R C ) of coarse mode particles whose radii are greater than 1 µm. If multiple coarse modes existed, the one with the largest particle radius was chosen. Plots were made separately for "likely clear" and "likely cloudy" conditions, according to the binned SYNOP reports. A sharp increase in the volume of particles greater than 10 µm was observed in likely cloudy cases (Fig. 4b) , in contrast to likely clear cases (Fig. 4a) . From this, we determined that the retrievals were cloud-affected if dV/dlnR C was greater than 2 × 10 −5 cm 3 cm −2 and R C was greater than 10 μm. The threshold values are shown in the decision tree in Fig.  1 .
The data eliminated at each cloud screening step and the data remaining after the screening are presented in Table 1 . Almost 23 % of the total data (31119) were considered cloud-affected in this study. considered to be cloud free if spectral variability in AOT values over a 15-min period is small. Finally, the third test is performed to eliminate the outliers even if they have passed the first and second tests. It applies several statistical analyses over an entire day (diurnal stability test, data smoothness test, and three standard deviation criteria test developed by Smirnov et al. 2000) . A detailed description of the flow and associated criteria are found in KT09. Because the KT09 algorithm requires solar flux measurements in the first test, this analysis was also conducted during the three-year period (March 2008 -February 2011 in which the new method and KT09 were applied and compared.
Method proposed by
Evaluation of cloud screening methods
To evaluate the performance of the cloud screening method, SKYRAD.pack retrievals before and after applying the method were matched with hourly SYNOP cloud coverage data. Probability distributions and co-located SYNOP cloud coverage data are shown in Fig. 5 . By obtaining the probability distribution, the data frequency at each cloud coverage bin was scaled with the total number of retrievals available before applying the cloud screening method. The probability distribution before the cloud screening (dotted line) showed approximately 57 % at zero cloud coverage, and quickly decreased to around 11 % at a cloud coverage of one; this summed up to 68 % of the total when the cloud coverage was less than one. The remaining 32 % of the total was observed under more cloudy conditions with a decreasing trend as cloud coverage became greater.
The probability distribution after applying the new method (solid line in Fig. 5a ) showed a general reduction throughout all cloud coverage cases. Approximately 19 % of the total was accounted for in cloud-contaminated retrievals when SYNOP cloud coverage was greater than one. Approximately 4 % of the total was eliminated even if the cloud coverage was zero. This may be because of the mismatch in the observation time between sky radiometer and SYNOP observations, as only SYNOP cloud coverage observations from the closest time to the sky radiometer measurements were considered as co-located data. Another explanation could be high levels of pollution, which could make observations of thin or patchy clouds by eye more difficult (Warren et al. 2007 ).
These results were compared with those from the KT09 method. KT09 showed a slight increase in the zero cloud coverage case (4 % in new method versus 7 % in KT09 method) and was less than the new method when the cloud coverage was greater than one (19 % versus 13 %). Considering that the new method eliminated more and retained less cloud-affected retrievals, the new method appeared to handle cloud-contaminated retrievals better than the KT09 method.
Detailed reduction statistics in each step in the new method (variability test and coarse mode test) are given in Fig. 5b . Although data were eliminated by the variability test even if cloud coverage was zero, the method appeared to effectively eliminate cloud-contaminated data because a majority of eliminated data occurred when cloud coverage was greater than one. However, given that the probability of eliminated data by the coarse mode test seemed to be inversely proportional to the increased cloud coverage, additional elimination by the coarse mode test appeared to occur under less cloudy conditions. This was considered to be associated with the thin, persistent cirrus-type clouds that were assumed clear in the SKYRAD.pack and were less likely to be detected by SYNOP observations.
Since the SYNOP cloud data only provided qualitative evaluations, we attempted to evaluate the proposed screening method using lidar measurements. Despite more quantitative evaluation possible with the use of lidar measurements, we note that this evaluation also has a limitation because the lidar always aims at the vertical direction within a narrow solid angle cone. Because of this, the lidar measurements may see clear conditions even if surroundings are cloudy or vice versa. The results of the evaluation using the lidar measurements are given in Fig. 6 . In this evaluation, total attenuated backscatter at 532 nm (β 532 ) and saturation bottom height were employed. β 532 was obtained using the method described in Section 2. Similar to Fig. 5 , frequency distributions are shown in (saturation bottom height versus β 532 ) bins, and results are compared before and after applying the new screening method (Figs. 6a, b) . Frequencies of data eliminated by each screening process are shown in Figs. 6c and 6d. In this comparison, the frequency distributions in each diagram were normalized by the total number of data available before applying the cloud screening method. A majority of sky radiometer retrievals were located in the area where log β 532 (m −1 sr −1 ) was between −5.5 and −4 and the saturation bottom height was between 8 and 15 km (Fig. 6a) . The second highest frequencies were observed in the area where log β 532 was between −4.5 and −3.5, and the saturation bottom height was near the surface. The area with a higher saturation bottom height and lower β 532 was considered to be more clear because no cloud signal existed in the lower 8 km and β 532 could likely be saturated in the level above 8 km. In contrast, the area exhibiting the second highest frequency was likely a signal related to low clouds.
Frequency distributions (Fig. 6b) obtained after applying the new screening method showed the frequency for the area that was considered to be clear (log β 532 between −5.5 and −4, and saturation bottom height between 8 and 15 km) appeared to be relatively higher compared with the low-level portion. There also appeared to be a slight decrease in the percentage frequency for the second area.
The patterns shown in Fig. 6b are easily explained by the frequency distribution of the data eliminated at each screening step. The variability test (Fig. 6c) tended to eliminate data affected by relatively thick low-level clouds (log β 532 greater than −4.5 and saturation bottom height lower than 2 km) or middle-and high-level clouds between 6 and 12 km with moderate optical thickness (log β 532 between −5 and −3.5). In contrast, the coarse mode test appeared to mainly eliminate the middle-and high-level clouds with thin to moderate optical thickness. The evaluation results suggested that the variability test mainly eliminated relatively thick low-level clouds (log β 532 greater than −4). Furthermore, relatively thin clouds located at higher altitudes appeared to be eliminated by this test. However, the coarse mode test appeared to eliminate more of the thin clouds in higher altitudes (Fig.  6d) . Additionally, consistent with features observed in the SYNOP data analysis, the coarse mode test likely eliminated cirrus-type thin clouds. This suggested that the cirrus-contaminated data may not be eliminated from the variability test alone, and erroneous retrievals of aerosols could be reduced by the use of the coarse mode test.
The results from the new method were compared with the screening results from KT09, and the differences in frequency distributions between the two methods (new method minus KT09) are shown in Fig. 7 . Positive values indicated less elimination by the new method, and vice versa. Positive values were observed over the area where log β 532 was between −4 and −5, and the saturation bottom height was higher than 8 km, which was considered to be clear area. On the other hand, the new method tended to eliminate optically thicker cases (area of log β 532 was greater than −4) and saturation bottom height lower than approximately 8 km. In summary, the evaluation results using lidar measurements indicated that the new method effectively prevented the elimination of clear data while eliminating more of the cloud-contaminated data compared with KT09. This was consistent with the results shown by the SYNOP data analysis. The improved cloud screening could further be evaluated by examining changes in derived products because cloud-contaminated data tend to give rise to comparatively low Ångström exponent (α) and high AOT. To this end, we compared retrievals of α and AOT with no screening with data after screening with the new method and KT09. Additionally, SSA was examined because it tends to be overestimated even after applying the cloud screening method (in this case, KT09) (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2012; Che et al. 2008) . Comparisons are shown in Fig. 8 ; as expected, cloud screening (either method) clearly showed reduced frequencies in lower α and higher AOT. Although a slight improvement in AOT was suggested by the new method, there was no noticeable difference in α or AOT between the two screening methods. As mentioned before, KT09 required surface radiation flux measurements for the cloud contamination test, whereas the new method was only based on sky radiometer measurements. Thus, the similarity shown in α and AOT suggested that the new cloud screening method should have more advantages compared with KT09.
It was also evident that the new method significantly reduced frequency in SSA close to one (Fig.  8c) , in comparison with both products from no screening and from KT09 screening, which indicated that the coarse mode test in the new method likely eliminated cirrus-affected data that may have passed the operational cloud eliminating test employed by SKYRAD.pack. In conclusion, the cloud screening algorithm developed in this study appeared to reduce uncertainties caused by cloud contamination in SKYRAD.pack retrievals, particularly SSA close to one.
Impact on dust detection
Because dust is often misclassified as clouds (and vice versa), an interesting application of the new cloud screening method is on dust retrieval from sky radiometer measurements. In this case, we are more interested in the near-infrared channel (1020 nm) rather than shorter wave channels because heavy haze events can be better separated from dust in the longer wavelengths, when only scattering is considered. Scattergrams of retrieved α and AOT at 1020 nm (AOT 1020 ) are shown in Fig. 9 . Dust presence was determined from SYNOP dust reports, and retrievals of SYNOP dust reported days are represented by black closed circles in Fig. 9 . Many of the data points located in the high AOT (AOT 1020 > 0.4) and low α (α < 1.0) sector were eliminated after applying the new cloud screening method. However, dust points appear to be well preserved even after cloud screening.
Dust points presented in Fig. 9 were based on SYNOP observations that mainly use PM10 concentration at the observation site. Thus, they may not capture dust passing aloft. To quantitatively examine the cloud screening performance in dust monitoring, we developed an objective way to define the dust presence using sky radiometer retrievals only. We used three variables, α, AOT 1020 , and the SSA difference between 400 and 1020 nm (SSA 400 -SSA 1020 ). In addition to dust showing high AOT and low α, SSA tends to increase with increasing wavelength, unlike other aerosols such as those from pollution, biomass burning, and sea salts (Dubovik et al. 2002) . We observed that SSA 400 -SSA 1020 was most sensitive to the dust for SSA retrievals at five channels (not shown). The mean and standard deviation (σ) of α, AOT 1020 , and (SSA 400 -SSA 1020 ) for dust cases determined from SYNOP observations are shown along with those for all cases in Fig. 10 . In this dust separation, only SYNOP dust reports were used. Dust showed lower α, higher AOT, and smaller SSA differences. Measurements were determined to be dust related only if three conditions were satisfied: α < 0.50 (= mean + σ); AOT 1020 > 0.17 (= mean -σ); and SSA 400 -SSA 1020 < 0.02 (= mean + σ). Together, these represent a less stringent definition of dust. Dust cases were separated from the total population using the aforementioned dust criteria. The remainder was called the non-dust cases. Those two groups were compared with the lidar-derived YSI to evaluate the impact of the cloud screening method on the dust retrievals from sky radiometer measurements. Larger YSI should have higher dust frequency (Takamura et al. 2007 ). Histograms of YSI for non-dust and dust cases are shown in Figs. 11a and b , respectively. For the non-dust cases, maximum frequencies were observed at YSI around 0.2, and frequencies decreased rapidly as YSI increased. Frequencies were largely observed in YSI less than 0.4, suggesting that lower YSI values corresponded well to non-dust aerosols. In these non-dust cases, cloud screening results from the two screening methods appeared to be similar to one another.
In contrast, peaks in histograms for dust cases were generally observed over the 0.4-0.6 YSI range. For YSI less than 0.4, which was classified as non-dust, data were mainly eliminated by the new method although KT09 showed some data left in that range. In contrast, the new method tended to retain data greater than 0.4 and considered to be dust, in comparison to KT09 results showing a somewhat lower distribution. These results strongly suggested that the new cloud screening method effectively eliminated cloud-contaminated data in the dust retrievals.
Case studies
It may be useful to demonstrate how the new cloud screening method can be applied for eliminating at 1020 nm, and difference in single scattering albedo (SSA) between 400 nm and 1020 nm. Empty and gray bars represent means from total and dust population, respectively.
cloud-contaminated retrievals while preserving dust scenes. In doing so, we examine the process for a cloud-contaminated case and a dust-laden case. On February 21, 2011 the attenuated backscattered coefficients measured from NIES lidar located at Seoul National University indicates a thin cloud from about 14:00 LST around 7 km altitude (Fig.  12a) . On that day, the SYNOP report (Fig. 12b) indicates general clear conditions with the total cloud cover of approximately 10 %-20 % but no low-to middle-level clouds. Retrievals of AOT, α, and SSA from sky radiometer were conducted without applying the new cloud screening method (Fig. 12c) . Furthermore, volume size distributions were retrieved, whose time series are given in Fig. 12d . It is demonstrated that the new method can effectively eliminate the cloud-contaminated retrievals during 15:00-18:00 LST, although the retrievals and lidar profiles after 14:00 LST seem to also indicate cloud contamination. It is clear that the size distributions show considerably increased coarse particles larger than 10 μm after 15:00 LST (expressed as orange to red curves), which were used as a mean to eliminate cloud-contaminated retrievals (see gray bars in Fig. 12c ).
We also demonstrate how the new screening method can preserve the cloud-free dust-laden scenes using a case study. The NIES lidar observations indicate that there was dust event on April 24, 2006 (Fig.  13a) . On that day, the SYNOP reports show that dust prevailed throughout the day; however, no cloud was reported. Without applying the new cloud screening method, the retrieved AOT, α, and SSA strongly indicate dust presence, according to the use of dust criteria described in Section 5 (yellow area). Different from the size distributions for the cloud-contaminated case (Fig. 12d) , retrieved size distributions for the dust case do not show a build-up of the coarse mode at a radius substantially larger than 10 μm except one point (gray bar at 12:40 LST in Fig. 13c ). Additionally, the AOT variability test, with no impact on quality control, demonstrates that dust-laden scenes are well preserved.
Summary and conclusions
We developed a new cloud screening algorithm to improve the capability of eliminating cloud-affected retrievals from sky radiometer measurements. Our method only used sky radiometer data, in contrast with the KT09 method, which used co-located surface solar flux measurements in addition to sky radiometer data. The new method employed a two-step approach, with a temporal variability test and a coarse mode test. The temporal variability test utilized the temporal variability of AOT values retrieved separately from sky-scan and sun-pointing modes. This test was based on the premise that short-term varying clouds caused large variability in retrieved AOT. Criteria for cloud contamination were determined by examining statistical behaviors of the temporal variability shown by SYNOP cloud coverage data. However, the variability test alone was not sufficient when thin clouds such as cirrus were persistent. Since this type of contamination could affect the size distribution, particularly in the coarse mode (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2012) , we developed a method that utilized abnormal volume distributions in the coarse mode as an indicator of persistent cloud contamination. If the retrieved volume distributions exhibited values larger than the preset value or particles larger than 10 µm in radius, we considered those to be cirrus contaminated.
The developed screening method was statistically evaluated based on SYNOP cloud coverage and lidar measurements, and compared with the current cloud screening algorithm for SKYNET (KT09). The evaluation indicated that the variability test and coarse mode test were effective for eliminating retrievals contaminated by relatively thick low-level clouds and thin high-level clouds, respectively. In particular, we demonstrated that the coarse mode test could effectively alleviate problems related to high SSA due to thin cirrus contamination. Compared with KT09, the new method appeared to provide better results, and in particular, reduced the overestimated AOT and SSA without the use of co-located solar flux measurements. The impact of the new screening method on dust retrievals was assessed using dust indices from sky radiometers and the lidar-derived YSI. Results indicated that the new method tended to improve the performance of the current SKYNET algorithm and effectively eliminated cloud-contaminated data in the dust retrievals.
Before closing, we note that caution should be exercised in case of applying this method to other regions. We do not expect particular problems of applying the variability test to other regions because the variability of the aerosol over a 10-min time window can be considered to be nearly invariable. However, when aerosol particles larger 10 microns are prevalent, the coarse mode test may erroneously eliminate the aerosol after misdiagnosing it as cloud influence. Thus, for the possible improvement aiming at more optimized use for any local area, the source code for this screening method will be provided if any of the authors are contacted. More useful would be including this screening algorithm in the SKYRAD. pack in the future.
